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Products for everyone!

HPID1216 Jumpshot 2WD EP 
Monster Truck RTR
Length: 16.6 in (423 mm)
Width: 12.9 in (330 mm)
Wheelbase: 10.5 in (267 mm)

Aluminum Twin Vertical 
Plate (TVP) chassis

2.8” wheels

®

 ❚ Tough, proven Twin Vertical Plate (TVP) chassis 
system

 ❚ HPI Flux SC-3SWP2 waterproof LiPo-ready ESC

 ❚ Enclosed receiver box

 ❚ Battery box fits 7-cell NiMH stick packs and 2S LiPo 
packs

 ❚ Battery easily accessible from bottom of chassis

 ❚ Oil-filled shocks

 ❚ Double-wishbone suspension

 ❚ Sturdy body mounts

 ❚ Durable gear differentials

 ❚ Standard 12 mm hex hub wheel fittings

 ❚ Full ball bearings

 ❚ Large all-terrain tires

 ❚ Chrome 6-spoke wheels

 ❚ Handsome pickup truck body with black, orange 
and silver trim scheme

 ❚ NiMH battery, wall charger and “AA” batteries 
included

GET THE JUMP ON THE COMPETITION!
Ready-To-Run 1/10 Scale 2WD Electric Monster Truck

Strong and reliable, the Jumpshot MT is 
the perfect introduction to unstoppable 
monster truck fun!

From the Experts:
Take the Jumpshot out for a spin, and take the fight to 
whatever the elements can throw at you! The modular 
chassis design not only stands up to rugged off-roading, 
it also simplifies maintenance, so you’re bashing more 
and repairing less. And the Jumpshot’s impressive 
performance and durability is matched by its rugged 
pickup truck profile with eye-catching trim scheme!

Long story short...

Oil-filled shocks

Modular chassis design

Enclosed receiver case

Waterproof steering servo

Enclosed compact 
2WD drivetrain
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Now that it’s rockin’ the TTX300 radio, 
the Motley Crew is primed to be an even 
bigger seller!

From the Experts:
When you pair up the exciting Motley Crew catamaran 
with Tactic’s TTX300 3-channel radio, you’ve got a sure-fire 
winner! You’ll enjoy secure, interference-free control of this 
FE class racing boat that features a brushless power system. 
And whether the Motley Crew is in or out of the water, the 
licensed trim scheme is sure to turn heads!

Long story short...

™

A QUICK AND NIMBLE CAT

Ready-To-Run Brushless Fast Electric Catamaran

 ❚ The popular Motley Crew 
Fast Electric racing boat now 
features a Tactic TTX300 radio 
system!

 ❚ Water-cooled 6-pole 1800kV 
brushless motor and 60A 
brushless ESC for exceptional 
power

 ❚ An aggressively-styled 
catamaran hull made of durable 
fiberglass

 ❚ Comes with a complete 
package of high-performance 
GrimRacer™ parts

AQUB2101 Motley Crew Brushless FE 
Catamaran RTR
Hull Length: 29.5 in (750 mm)
Overall Length: 31.75 in (808 mm)
Beam: 10.4 in (264 mm)
Requires: (2) 2S LiPo Batteries with Star 
Plug, LiPo Battery Charger and (4) “AA” 
Batteries

®

The TTX300 boasts many great 
features, including steering and 
throttle reverse and trims, steering 
rates, two-button control of the 
3rd channel, a compact 3-channel 
receiver and much more.

Now with Tactic TTX300 radio!
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Long story short...
™

All you get

Get a unique perspective on your world 
with the DroneView Mini Camera — 
wherever you are!

From the Experts:
It’s the mini-sized camera for any and all R/Cers, 
hobbyists or action video enthusiasts! The DroneView is 
small and lightweight, so you can attach it to your bike, 
board or any R/C model — and it’s FPV capable with the 
free DroneView app. Enjoy exciting videos and still shots, 
all at an affordable price!

 ❚ Can be mounted on a drone, bicycle, 
skateboard or any R/C aircraft, or 
vehicle

 ❚ Shoots clear 720p HD videos  
and still images

 ❚ 4GB Micro SD Card included  
(works with up to 32GB)

 ❚ Powered by on-board battery—includes 
charge cord

 ❚ Download or stream images/video with 
the free DroneView App

TACZ1000 DroneView FPV Wi-Fi 
Mini Camera
Dimensions: 30 x 65 x 12mm
      (1.18 x 2.56 x .47 in)
Photo megapixels: 1
Video resolution: 720p HD
Run time: 45-60 minutes

SEE YOUR WORLD FROM A 
DIFFERENT ANGLE

FPV Wi-Fi Mini Camera

Shown actual size
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Tech Support  217-398-8970

THE ULTIMATE BEGINNER   FRIENDLY DRONE!

The Proto-Z is a blast of micro-sized fun!

From the Experts:
There’s no doubt about it: the Proto-Z is the fastest, 
easiest and most economical way to start enjoying 
drone flying. The controller lets you control the Proto-Z in 
normal flight mode or True Direction mode – whichever is 
easiest for you. The flight battery is built-in; connect it to a 
USB port and it will be fully charged in just minutes.

Long story short...

The included controller lets you fly 
the Proto-Z in normal flight mode 
or True Direction™ mode. Auto-Flip 
buttons offer instant aerobatics.

In addition to the assembled Proto-Z drone with 
multi-colored LEDs and built-in 110mAh LiPo 
flight battery, you also get a 2.4GHz controller, 
USB charge cord and 4 extra propeller blades.

™

READY-TO-FLY MICRO-SIZED DRONE

®

ONE-BUTTON FLIP!

›  Great for indoor use — flies  
 up to 5 minutes on a fully  
 charged pack!

›  Includes four LEDs for easy  
 orientation by day and easier  
 tracking at night

›  Moves up and down, forward  
 and backward and flips with  
 the touch of a button

›  Simplifies flying with True  
 Direction mode that makes  
 the Proto-Z move the same  
 way you move the control  
 sticks
›  The PERFECT beginner  
 drone–Ages 8+

ESTE4611 Proto-Z Micro Drone RTF
Diagonal: 100 mm (3.9 in)
Weight: 17 g (0.59 oz)
Requires: (2) “AAA” batteries

Have fun responsibly.
Learn how at: www.knowbeforeyoufly.org

4 bright 
LED lights!

Ideal for indoor 
flying!

Fly with 
friends!

Exciting flips 
with the push 
of a button!

Fast charging 
gets you back in 
the air quicker!

True Direction 
mode makes flying 
easy for beginners!
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®

The GHOST is revolutionizing the fun of 
flying, letting anyone with a smartphone 
or tablet pilot a drone!

From the Experts:
For many the thought of piloting a drone seemed out 
of reach...until now. Now virtually everyone can fly one, 
because you control the GHOST through an app on your 
mobile device — using one-click commands to navigate it 
while shooting video footage!

Long story short...

www.knowbeforeyoufly.org

App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. Android and Google Play are 
trademarks of Google Inc.GoPro is a registered trademark of GoPro, 
Inc. IOS is a trademark or registered trademark of Cisco in the U.S. and 
other countries.
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THE DRONE ANYONE CAN FLY
It’s here: a drone that can safely be piloted with a 
smartphone or tablet. In less than a minute the GHOST 
can be airborne, with no previous experience required, 
and it flies intuitively with 1-click commands. It’s the 
most user-friendly aircraft ever designed, and everyone 
is going to want one!

™

FLY INTO THE FUTURE

EHGE03LL GHOST Drone for Android™ devices
EHGE04LL GHOST Drone for iOS devices
Diagonal Measurement: 370 mm (14.6 in)
Weight w/o Battery: 650 g (22.9 oz)
Requires: app, Android™ or iOS device, camera
Flight Time: 18-23 minutes
Maximum Range: 1,000 meters

Imagine walking, running or 
bicycling and having your 
GHOST automatically follow 
you wherever you go. You 
can, and the camera will 
always be focused on you. 

The G-Box connects 
wirelessly with your phone/
tablet, offering strong, 
interference-free operation 
with an impressive range of 
up to 1,000 meters.

Navigation is a breeze with the GHOST. Just 
touch a spot on your device’s onscreen map 
and the GHOST will automatically fly there.

Taking the selfie to  
new heights...literally

Constant, real-time 
flight data

Plot a course with one click

Control any of these 
functions with just 
one tap of the screen:

Unlock

Takeoff

Return

Land

Auto Follow

Hover

Camera not included

Micro Control Mode
 ❚ Adjust the GHOST’s position 

in any direction over shorter 
distances.

Drone Control
 ❚ Moving the vertical bar controls 

altitude, while moving the 
horizontal bar rotates the 
platform.

Camera Control
 ❚ Another set of bars allows you 

to tilt the camera up and down, 
or pan left and right.
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AN INCREDIBLE VALUE IN 6-CHANNEL CONTROL
 ❚ S-FHSS/T-FHSS selectable

 ❚ Telemetry system (T-FHSS) sensors provide 
pertinent data on receiver battery voltage, external 
voltage, temperature, RPM, altitude and variometer

 ❚ S.Bus/S.Bus2 servo setting functions 
programmable through the transmitter

 ❚ 30 model memory

 ❚ Model naming up to 8 characters

 ❚ Programmable mixing for airplanes, helicopters, 
glider and multi-rotors

 ❚ Digital trims with variable step settings

 ❚ Switch/VR position change and AUX channel 
function change

 ❚ Throttle position warning

 ❚ Software is updateable through the CIU-2

 ❚ 128x64 DOT backlit LCD screen with adjustable 
display contrast

 ❚ Alarms can be preset to vibration mode

 ❚ Conveniently located Earphone/Trainer/S.Bus jacks

 ❚ Adjustable stick length and tension

 ❚ The R3006SB receiver can use S.Bus as the main 
link/communication to the servos or a combination 
of S.Bus and the conventional outputs together 

With its exceptional versatility, the 6K meets 
the control needs of a wide range of R/C pilots.

From the Experts:
You’ll be hard pressed to find another 6-channel system with 
as many functions as the 6K at a comparable price. Telemetry 
sensors keep you up-to-date on critical flight data, and S.Bus 
servos can be programmed through the transmitter. Controls 
are positioned to be within easy reach, and the menu is a 
breeze to navigate!

Long story short...

FUTK6100  6K 2.4GHz Computer System w/R3006SB Rx-Air
FUTK6110  6K 2.4GHz Computer System w/R3006SB Rx-Heli

®®

Program navigation is easy and intuitive 
with the jog dial, +/- pads and end pad.

The antenna is inside the transmitter case 
for safety and handling convenience.

This variable rate dial can be programmed to 
perform different functions; a speaker allows 
for telemetry voice feedback and audio alarms.

w
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FUTK6100

Tech Support  217-398-8970
FUTK6100 or FUTK6110

6-Channel Computer System w/R3006SB Receiver

Four assignable switches (three 3-position and 
one 2-position) offer maximum flexibility.
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The 18SZ delivers the functions flyers demand 
— along with real value!

From the Experts:
When you step up to the 18SZ, you’re getting an elite system 
designed to take you to the next level of R/C flight. It boasts 
telemetry, a feature requested by more and more modelers, 
so you’ll have valuable data at your fingertips while you’re 
flying. Plus, it has a full-color LCD screen, super-quick 
programming — and is selectable between three protocols!

Long story short...
®®

THE RADIO FOR UP-AND  -COMING PILOTS

18-Channel Computer Radio System

 ❚ Select between FASST, FASSTest, S-FHSS  
and T-FHSS (Telemetry)

 ❚ Telemetry sensors provide in-flight data on 
temperature, RPM, altitude, voltage, GPS and 
more

 ❚ 4.3 inch full color LCD touch screen

 ❚ Faster processing due to touch inputs  
on the screen

 ❚ 8 full transmitter conditions

 ❚ Telemetry voice message

 ❚ 30-model internal memory,  
expandable with a memory card

 ❚ 15-character model/user naming

 ❚ Updateable software

 ❚ 2 side levers/6 digital trims/ 
8 toggle switches

 ❚ 10 Programmable Mixes

 ❚ Data editor for S.Bus  
programming

 ❚ Battery fail safe

 ❚ Earphone jack

 ❚ Up/down timer (2), system timer  
and model timer

 ❚ 13 airplane wing types, 8 heli  
swash types and 13 glider  
wing types

FUTK9510
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Quad bearing gimbal sticks for 
incredibly smooth operation.

Left and right sliders offer 
analog input.

The 2100 mAh LiFe battery 
delivers 7 to 8 hours of flight time.

The Home/Exit and User Menu buttons are 
strategically located for quick and easy access.

FUTK9510  18SZA 2.4GHz Computer System w/R7008SB Telemetry-Air
FUTK9511  18SZH 2.4GHz Computer System w/R7008SB Telemetry-Heli

View all of the 18SZ’s telemetry functions 
on the 4.3” wide full-color LCD screen.

Jacks for S.Bus servo 
programming and trainer system 
are located on the back panel for 
convenience and protection.

FUTK9510 FUTK9511
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The Vista UAV is the durable drone for  
flat-out fun!

From the Experts:
The Vista UAV’s four flight modes let you choose your 
comfort level, and it’s as durable as it is easy to fly. The 
Auto-Flip button adds instant aerobatics, and everything 
you need is included for fun-filled flying from the minute 
you take it out of the box!

Long story short...

THE DURABLE DRONE THAT’S FLAT-OUT FUN!

™

251 mm Intense Performance Drone

™

Tough construction 
makes the Vista 
extremely durable.

Gyro stabilization 
makes every flight 
smooth and level.

Execute flips by 
pushing the Auto 
Flip button.

All batteries 
included!

Ready to Fly, 
nothing to buy.

Reliable 2.4GHz 
control eliminates 
signal interference.

› Fully assembled Vista UAV           
  drone

› 2.4GHz SLT radio system

›  Rechargeable LiPo battery  
and USB charger

 

› “AAA” batteries

› Extra set of blades

› Screwdriver

You get all this with the Vista UAV:

 “AAA” batteries for the transmitter are included. The 
lightweight LiPo pack delivers up to 15 minutes of flight 
time per charge – and recharging for the next flight is fast 
and easy. Just plug the battery into the high-output charger, 
and plug the charger into a handy USB port. The A/C USB 
charger adapter is available separately (DIDP1125).

DIDE03** Vista UAV Drone RTF
Diagonal: 251 mm (9.8 in)
Weight: 122 g (4.3 oz)
Requires: nothing!

›    Customize flights to your experience 
level with Easy, Normal, Advanced and 
Expert flight modes 

›    Advanced stabilization, with 
a three-axis gyro and three 
accelerometers

›    Long flight times – spend more time in 
the air instead of charging

›    Bright LEDs for easy tracking, day or 
night

›    An ergonomic radio with Secure Link 
Technology, digital trims, selectable 
flight modes, auto-flip, dual rates and 
more

Tech Support  217-398-8970

Have fun responsibly.
Learn how at: www.knowbeforeyoufly.org

Add First Person View to your Vista UAV 
with this Conversion Kit featuring the Tactic 
DroneView camera and free app!

Mount the small, lightweight onboard Tactic 
DroneView Wi-Fi® HD camera on your Vista UAV 
drone, and begin gathering aerial intel! Shoots 
HD 720p HD videos in real time, as well as 1MP 
photos. Kit comes with ISO anti-vibration mount, 
micro memory card for downloading via the free 
DroneView app, and smartphone holder.

DIDE1199
Vista FPV Conversion Kit  
w/Tactic DroneView Camera & Free App
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When the receiver application calls for compact 
yet robust, the twin antenna TR826 answers the 
call!

Long story short...

“The O.S. 5825-520 is powerful and efficient — 
a perfect match for demanding 3D maneuvers 
and flight styles.”    
— Nick Maxwell 

Long story short...

September 2015   ❘   

NEWPRODUCT

 ❚ Designed to fit in cramped fuselages, especially 
multi-rotor aircraft where right-side inputs can 
save valuable space

 ❚ Provides rock-solid reception and 8-channel 
capabilities

 ❚ Compatible with Tactic SLT transmitters and 
any transmitter with SLT technology

 ❚ Twin antenna technology lets you fly with 
confidence

™

TACL0826
TR826 8-Channel Twin 
Antenna Receiver

 ❚ Developed specifically for executing extreme heli 
aerobatics, including 3D

 ❚ Hand wound for higher inductance

 ❚ The samarium-cobalt magnet endures high temps 
better than neodymium

 ❚ A new stator design minimizes heat generation, to 
help maintain a good balance of power output and 
consumption

OSMG9475 Brushless 5825-520 3D Heli Motor
Outside Diameter: 2.28 in (58 mm)
Body Length: 2.13 in (54 mm)
Shaft Length: 1.58 in (40 mm)
Rated Voltage: 44.4
Rated Current (Amps): 100
Maximum Current (Amps): 150 (5 seconds)
kV Rating: 520

®

BIG PERFORMANCE IN A SMALL PACKAGE

THE MOTOR OF CHAMPIONS

TR826 8-Channel Twin Antenna Receiver

Brushless 5825-520 3D Heli Motor
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Products for everyone!

The TTX850 has a wealth 
of functions and generous 
memory, plus a large, backlit 
LCD screen. Push buttons and 
intuitive menus combine for 
fast, easy programming, and 
SLT reliability make the TTX850 
a great choice for a wide range 
of flight applications. 

Talk about a win-win! The Tactic 
TTX850 is a highly versatile 
transmitter with loads of 
awesome features. And now 
through October 31, 2015, 
you can get a TR825 8-channel 
receiver absolutely FREE with 
the purchase of the TTX850. 
It’s the perfect accessory for 
creating a super system, so see 
your Tactic retailer today to get 
the details! 

TACJ2850        
TTX850 8-Channel 2.4GHz 
SLT Radio System

©2015 — Hobbico®, Inc. This offer is available only to residents of the U.S. and 
Canada, and only from participating hobby retailers. Items are subject to availability 
with no substitutions. Ask your participating hobby retailer for details. 

WOW...A GREAT RADIO AND A FREE RECEIVER!

Designed for the Tactic TTX850 
transmitter, the TR825 is a 
full-range SLT receiver that’s 
compatible with all SLT 
transmitters and features two 5.9” 
(15 cm) shielded coaxial antenna 
to ensure the strongest possible 
signal reception regardless of 
aircraft attitude.

Get a Tactic TR825 
8-Channel 2.4GHz 
receiver FREE

©2015 — Hobbico®, Inc. This offer is available only to residents 
of the U.S. and Canada, and only from participating hobby 
retailers. Items are subject to availability with no substitutions. 
Ask your participating hobby retailer for details. 

TACL0825 A $59.99 
retail value!
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®

GET R/C’S BEST FLIGHT SIMULATOR     ...AND FREE MERCHANDISE TOO!

   With 4 different editions to choose from, RF7.5 offers more 
exciting ways to experience the absolute best in simulated 
R/C flight — and now you can get even more for your money 
when you buy RF7.5!
   Through October 31, 2015, your purchase of any of the four 
versions of RF7.5 will get you a certificate worth up to $30 
towards quality products from any of over 30 respected R/C 
manufacturers. Redeem it at the store where you bought 
your RF7.5 and enjoy bonus merchandise at no extra charge!

R/C Flight Sim

RF7.5 w/InterLink Elite Controller Edition
The state-of-the-art in flight sim controllers, with 8 
channels, the convenience of QuickSelect and a built-in 
interface for using your own transmitter.
GPMZ4520

RF7.5 w/Wireless SLT Interface Edition
Plug the dongle into your computer’s USB port to 
create an unbreakable link with your SLT transmitter 
that’s wireless so you’ll have more freedom of 
movement to enjoy all of the features RF7.5 has to offer.
GPMZ4524

RF7.5 w/Transmitter Interface Edition
Fly with your favorite transmitter using the interface 
that incorporates the popular Reset/Rewind button 
and features a setup window for quick configuration.
GPMZ4525

RF7.5 w/Tactic TTX610 Radio Edition
Features an actual Tactic TTX610 6-channel transmitter 
for use with RF7.5 that can also be used to fly any SLT 
receiver-equipped aircraft at the flying field.
GPMZ4526

™

Every edition of RF7.5 has all 
this — and a whole lot more:

®

™

 ❚ Over 140 aircraft, encompassing every 
design imaginable

 ❚ Over 40 PhotoField™ and 3D flying sites

 ❚ Game-like Challenges

 ❚ RealPhysics™ 3D

 ❚ TrueView™ realistic lighting

 ❚ Reset/Rewind on the InterLink Elite 
controller

 ❚ Multiplayer and MultiMode

 ❚ Onscreen camera controls

$30
Mail-In 

Merchandise 
Certificate

$20
Mail-In 

Merchandise 
Certificate

Full details and rebate request forms are 
available on hobbico.com and realflight.com.

©2015 — Hobbico®, Inc. Void where prohibited. Some terms, conditions and restrictions apply, and 
only while supplies last. Available only at participating local hobby shops in the U.S. and Canada. 
Rebates apply to purchases made between August 1, 2015, and October 31, 2015. Rebates are not 
distributed in stores. Official rules and downloadable rebate request forms are available at  
hobbico.com and realflight.com. Rebate requests must be submitted by November 30, 2015.
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COMPLEMENT YOUR SUPER FUTABA SYSTEM - FOR FREE!

®

   If you’re planning to purchase a Futaba radio, the 
time to buy is NOW! Because not only will you be 
getting a powerful, dependable system, you’ll also 
receive a FREE S3151 standard digital sport servo — 
a $59.99 retail value!
   Simply buy any of the systems shown here — 
which include FASST and S-FHSS spread spectrum 
technologies — by October 31, 2015. When you 
do, you’ll also get a quality servo that can be used 
in a wide variety of applications. It’s a winning 
combination that’s waiting for you at your Futaba 
retailer!

©2015 — Hobbico®, Inc. This offer is available only to residents of 
the U.S. and Canada, and only from participating hobby retailers. 
Items are subject to availability with no substitutions. Ask your 
participating hobby retailer for details. 

FUTK7000

FUTK9255 FUTK9410 FUTK9530

FUTK8100 FUTK9200

7C

10CG 14SG 18MZ

8J 10J

FUTK7000  7C Air w/R617FS 4-S3151
FUTK7004  7C Air Tx/Rx Only
FUTK7005  7C Heli Tx/Rx Only

FUTK8100  8JA Air S-FHSS w/R2008SB Mode 2
FUTK8181  8JH Heli S-FHSS w/R2008SB Mode 2

FUTK9255  10CGA Air w/R6014HS Mode 2
FUTK9256  10CGH Heli w/R6014HS Mode 2

FUTK9410  14SGA Air w/R7008SB Mode 2
FUTK9411  14SGH Heli w/R7008SB Mode 2

FUTK9530  18MZA Air w/R7008SB Mode 2
FUTK9531  18MZH Heli w/R7008SB Mode 2

FUTK9200  10JA Air S-FHSS w/R3008SB
FUTK9201  10JH Heli S-FHSS w/R3008SB

A 
$59.99

retail value!

FUTM0310
S3151 Standard Digital 

Sport BB Servo
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   It’s a Mega deal that you don’t want to miss out on! ARRMA 
MEGA models have always been an incredible value in brushed 
motor-powered performance and Ready-To-Run convenience. 
And for a limited time only, there’s even MORE to love when 
you buy one!
   That’s because when you purchase any MEGA vehicle shown 
through October 31, 2015, you’ll also receive a Duratrax Onyx 
NiMH battery at no extra charge! It’s the perfect power pack for 
your MEGA off-roader, so be sure to see your ARRMA retailer 
today!

*with RAIDER or VORTEKS purchase *with GRANITE or FURY purchase

GET A BONUS WITH YOUR BUILT-TOUGH BASHER!
You get all this — and much more — with MEGA RTRs!
 ❚ Waterproof electronics

 ❚ Re-engineered chassis for greater rigidity and 
easier access

 ❚ Secure, impact-resistant battery box

 ❚ LiPo-ready chassis

 ❚ Composite transmission gears

 ❚ High-grip dBoots™ off-road tires

RAIDER MEGA  
Off-Road Buggy
Blaze across the terrain with 
this fast, fun-to-drive buggy!
ARAD35**

GRANITE MEGA  
Monster Truck
Run roughshod over obstacles 
with this unstoppable monster!
ARAD37**

FURY MEGA  
Short Course Truck
This truck leaves the competition 
in its rear-view mirror!
ARAD38**

VORTEKS MEGA 
Stadium Truck
This stadium truck is designed 
to bash with the best of them!
ARAD36**

Onyx 8.4V 3000mAh 
NiMH Battery
Exceptional capacity for 
longer run times!
DTXC2053

Onyx 8.4V 4200mAh 
NiMH Battery
“True rated” to deliver 
predictable power!
DTXC2065

A $39.99
retail value!

A $49.99
retail value!

©2015 — Hobbico®, Inc. This offer is available only to residents 
of the U.S. and Canada, and only from participating hobby 
retailers. Items are subject to availability with no substitutions. 
Ask your participating hobby retailer for details. 

®* *
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FEATUREDMANUFACTURER FEATUREDMANUFACTURER

Products for everyone!

CHOOSE YOUR WEAPON

®

™

Reap the benefits of 
brushless power!

™

ARAD38**
FURY MEGA

ARAD43**
FURY BLS

ARAD37**
GRANITE MEGA

ARAD42**
GRANITE BLS

ARAD36**
VORTEKS MEGA

ARAD41**
VORTEKS BLS

ARAD35**
RAIDER MEGA

ARAD40**
RAIDER BLS

The best way to get into bashing!

Attack the elements — and win — with ARRMA

 ❚ Waterproof electronics for ultra-reliable 
operation

 ❚ Secure, impact-resistant battery box with 
easy-open hatch and foam padding

 ❚ Easily accessible steering servo

 ❚ LiPo-ready chassis that also accepts 7-cell  
NiMH/NiCd packs

 ❚ Molded-in servo wire channels for neater 
installations and greater protection

 ❚ Multi-terrain dBoots™ tires for exceptional 
traction on all surfaces

 ❚ Stylish body designs with eye-catching trim 
schemes that will make you stand out from 
the pack

 ❚ A wide range of tuning options for taking 
your ARRMA ride to the next level of speed 
and performance

You get all this — and more — 
with MEGA and BLS models!

   They say you can’t fool Mother Nature...but you can 
put her in her place, if you’re driving an ARRMA vehicle. 
Water, snow, mud, dirt — no matter the surface or weather 
conditions, your ARRMA off-roader is built to give as well 
as it gets. And you’re sure to find one that’s perfect for 
whatever R/C driving experience you’re after.
   Just starting out? MEGA brushed vehicles come bash-
ready right out of the box, with durability and ease of 
maintenance built right in. BLS machines offer the same 
advantages — along with the bonus of brushless power for 
added excitement. Get your ARRMA model today, and get 
ready to show off your own brand of climate control!
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FEATUREDMANUFACTURER FEATUREDMANUFACTURER

Products for everyone!

GO MID, OR GO HOME

1/10 Scale 2WD Electric 
Competition Truck Team Kit

 ❚ Advanced mid-motor design developed  
and applied to the race-winning RC10T truck platform

 ❚ Narrow, hard-anodized aluminum chassis with centralized 
mass and mid-motor position for improved handling on 
high-grip off-road tracks

 ❚ Four-gear transmission with lighter aluminum top shaft, 
stronger gears, precision ball bearings and a 14-carbide ball 
differential for longer life and increased torque capacity

 ❚ Chassis accepts ROAR-approved 2S saddle packs and 2S 
short packs using the optional foam insert

 ❚ Adjustable front suspension mount angle (kick-up) options 
of 25° and 30°

 ❚ One-piece front axle/hex adapter and larger front wheel 
bearing for added durability

 ❚ Full bearing steering system with horizontal ball studs for 
finer Ackermann adjustments

 ❚ Heavy-duty ball cups and ball studs allow for maximum 
suspension travel while reducing binding and friction

Length: 16 in (406 mm)
Width: *
Weight: *
Wheelbase: 11.2-11.37 in (285-289 mm)
*Final width and weight will vary based on the 
actual electronics and tires used to complete the kit.

®

ASCD7001 RC10T5M 1/10 Scale 2WD 
Electric Competition Truck Team Kit

Updated steering 
system with updated 
ball stud mounts 
for finer Ackermann 
adjustments

Hard anodized aluminum 
chassis with centralized 
mass and mid-motor 
position

Updated 4-gear tranny 
with aluminum top 
shaft, stronger gears and 
carbide ball bearings

Factory Team V2 12mm 
Big Bore threaded alum. 
shocks with 3mm shafts

Steering and caster block insert 
system allows for easy caster 
and trailing axle adjustment

Clear Pro-Line T5M body 
included

Rear hubs feature 
larger bearings and 
insert system to adjust 
camber link and toe-in

Aluminum rear ball stud 
mount for added strength
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FEATUREDMANUFACTURER FEATUREDMANUFACTURER

Products for everyone!

®

AXID9045 - Wraith™ Spawn
Length: 19.25” (490mm)
Width: 11.2” (285mm)
Height: 9.1” (232mm)
Wheelbase: 14” (355mm)
Ground Clearance: 2.8” (72mm)
Weight: 5.45lbs (2.47kg)

For additional items see a complete list at www.GPDealer.com

New Spawn body on full tube frame composite chassis with driver

Officially licensed 2.2 Method IFD™ Beadlock Wheels

2.2 Axial Ripsaw™ Tires (R35 compound)

WB8 HD Wild Boar driveline system, as simple as it is durable

AR60 OCP-Axles (off-center pumpkin design)

New waterproof receiver box

Dual slipper clutch

AE-5 ESC w/ drag brake - 3S LiPo capable (waterproof)

4-link suspension - optimized to reduce axle steer & torque twist

Adjustable coil-over shocks
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®

ESTT7239 ESTT7240

From the Experts:
Estes continues to impress, with premium rockets that 
will send modelers into the stratosphere!

Sky Warrior™
A finely-finned flier
Length: 19 in (48.3 cm)
Diameter: 1.33 in (34 mm)
Weight (approx.): 1.9 oz (53.9 g)
Max. Altitude: 850 ft (259 m)
Features: laser-cut wood 
fins, recovery parachute and 
waterslide decals
Requires: Engine, launch system, 
starter and recovery wadding
Recommended Engines: B6-4 
(First Flight), C6-5
ESTT7239

Moderate building skills 
are required. The multi-
stage, payload and scale 
models at this skill level are 
designed to use the more 
powerful D & E engines.

Honest John™
Scale missile madness
Length: 22.9 in (58.2 cm)
Diameter: 1.64 in (42 mm)
Weight (approx.): 4.4 oz (124.7 g)
Max. Altitude:  1400 ft (427 m)
Features: laser-cut wood fins, recovery 
parachute and waterslide decals
Requires: Engine, launch system, starter 
and recovery wadding
“E” Engine Use Also Requires: E™ Launch 
Controller and Porta-Pad E
Recommended Engines: C11-3, D12-5 
(First Flight), E12-6 
ESTT7240

Slightly more advanced kits, 
requiring beginner building 
skills. Skill Level 2 rockets 
feature unique designs that 
may include multi-stage, 
payload and scale models 
which add to the excitement.

TAKE FLIGHT THIS FALL –
Get airborne with an Estes rocket!

Whether you like uniqueness or scale 
detail, Estes has the rockets you need 
to fill up on fall fun!

Long story short...
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1/25 BRE DATSUN 240Z
Delightfully different Datsun

In 1965, working with a select group of car manufacturers, Pete Brock started Brock 
Racing Enterprises. In 1969, BRE, working exclusively with Datsun, began a string of 
championship winning years. For two years, the BRE Datsun 240Z driven by John Morton 
won the intensely competitive C Production class. Kit features a detailed 6-cylinder 
racing engine, vinyl oil lines, front and rear spoilers and soft black tires.

85-1422 RMXS1422 Total Parts: 105 Skill Level: 3 Length: 6.6 in (168 mm)

1/25 STARSKY AND HUTCH™ FORD TORINO
Bad guys better beat it

Released for four seasons in the seventies, the Starsky and Hutch series took the cop 
drama genre and ran with it. The show featured drug use, shoot outs, and lots and lots 
of car chases featuring the signature bright red “striped tomato” Ford Torino owned by 
Starsky. Any criminal would know from a mile away who was driving up in the bright red 
Torino, but a 351 c.i. engine with dual carbs let the partners catch up. Kit features police 
radio, dome light, detailed chassis and engine, plus slotted mag wheels.

85-4023 RMXS4023 Total Parts: 88 Skill Level: 2 Length: 8.6 in (217 mm)
    

1/25 2014 CORVETTE® STINGRAY™

Stingray means style

The all-new 2014 Corvette® Stingray™ is the seventh generation of America’s sports car.   
The first Corvette in 1953 was a groundbreaking vehicle, and the 2014 Corvette continues 
this tradition.  The “cutting edge” design of the C7 Corvette® makes use of the most 
advanced materials available today.  These include aluminum, carbon fiber and Aerogel, 
to name a few.  The performance results are just as impressive, with a 0 to 60 mph time 
of only 3.8 seconds. Kit features a detailed LT-1 V-8 engine, multi-piece chassis, and 
metal axles.

85-4350 RMXS4350 Total Parts: 56 Skill Level: 3 Length: 6.9 in (176 mm)
    

1/25 PORSCHE 914/6 2N1
Standout sixties six-cylinder

In collaboration with Volkswagen, Porsche developed the 914 to expand their lineup in 
the late sixties. It was a sporty mid-engine car that was exceptionally low slung and 
came with a Targa top. The standard 914 came with a 4-cylinder engine while the 914/6 
was powered by an exceptionally robust 6-cylinder. The 6-cylinder version won topped 
its class in the 1970 24 Hours of Le Mans and placed 6th overall. Either version was 
sophisticated, sporty, and stylish. This kit features factory stock and road race versions, 
detailed 6-cylinder engine, removable Targa top and engine cover.

85-4378 RMXS4378 Total Parts: 97 Skill Level: 3 Length: 6.25 in (159 mm)
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1/25 “FAST AND FURIOUS” BRIAN’S MITSUBISHI ECLIPSE
The “Fast” in “Fast and Furious”

At the beginning of “The Fast and Furious” film franchise, Detective Brian O’Conner is 
sent to investigate a band of high-speed thieves and underground road racers lead by 
Dominic Toretto. To fit in with the illegal racing crew, Brian needs a solid racing car—
his custom-built Eclipse. With it, he is able to work his way deeper into the trust of 
the Toretto team. Kit features a detailed DOHC 16-valve 2-liter turbo engine, choice of 
wheels, interior detailing, nitrous bottle, and soft black tires.

85-4384 RMXS4384 Total Parts: 91 Skill Level: 2 Length: 6.88 in (175 mm)
    

1/16 KENWORTH® W-900 AERODYNE CONVENTIONAL
Quality that’s far from conventional

When buying a Kenworth Aerodyne, you chose from a long list of options to customize your 
ride into something that really reflected your personal style. In all cases, the final result 
was a quality truck backed by an 80 year history of Kenworth/PACCAR craftsmanship. 
The W-900 truck model was powered by an epic, 450 horsepower, 1099 ci engine that 
delivered the power you needed for long hauls across America. Kit features detailed 
turbo-diesel engine, air bag suspension, dual exhaust stacks, air cleaners, hinged front 
hood, and soft black tires.

85-2508 MONS2508 Total Parts: 278 Skill Level: 3 Length: 20 in (508 mm)
    

1/72 GTK BOXER FÜFZ A1
Multi-mission military masterpiece

Everyone knows that the Germans make outstanding vehicles, and they have proven it 
once again with the GTK Boxer. This impressively modern vehicle can be equipped with 
multiple mission modules to support a wide variety of tasks on the battlefield. It excels 
as an armored personnel carrier, infantry fighting vehicle, gun and mortar carrier, and 
more. The FüFz version is primarily a command unit, equipped with communications gear 
and sophisticated situational awareness equipment. Kit features modular construction, 
weapons station, driver compartment, moveable hatch, and decals for two versions.

03209 RVLS3209 Total Parts: 120 Skill Level: 4 Length: 4.37 in (111 mm)
    

1/35  T-34/76 (MODEL 1943)
Roll over the Reich

In the midst of Operation Barbarossa, German forces came up against the T-34 for the first 
time. It was a shock, to say the least. Its combination of firepower, mobility, and armor 
made it practically invulnerable to virtually every form of Axis anti-tank weapon. Short of 
an air strike or a good shot with an 88, the T-34 was uncontested. It held up the German 
onslaught for crucial months and, with over 30,000 sent to the field, rolled the Germans 
all the way back to Berlin. Kit features rotating turret, adjustable gun elevation, vinyl 
tracks and two sets of decals.

03244 RVLS3244 Total Parts: 183 Skill Level: 5 Length: 7.48 in (190 mm)
    

REVELL OF GERMANY®
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1/144 F-16 MLU TIGERMEET
Tuning up a tiger

The F-16 is one of the most successful combat aircraft in the world. It stays cutting 
edge with updates like the MLU (Mid-Life Update) which added night vision goggle 
compatability and a helmet mounted cueing system as well as higher speed and memory 
for the type’s fire control radar. For the NATO TigerMeet 2014 in Schleswig/Jagel the 
31st Tiger Squadron of the Belgian Air Force presented an F-16 MLU in a striking tiger 
livery. Kit features detailed surfaces, AIM 120 guided missiles, detailed cockpit and 
undercarriage, center and wing fuel tanks, and decals.

03971 RVLS3971 Total Parts: 68 Skill Level: 3 Length: 4.13 in (105 mm)
    

1/72 BAE HAWK T.1 RED ARROWS
Performance perfect

The RAF Red Arrows display team flies the BAe Hawk in air shows all across the globe. 
In every demonstration, the pilots withstand incredible g-forces while maintaining 
formation through seemingly impossibly complex maneuvers. Through it all, the pilots 
rely on skill, training, and the exceptional qualities of their machines to survive and put 
on an unforgettable show. Only nine pilots in the whole world get to be a part of the Red 
Arrows, but you can be part of the action when you build one of their signature BAe Hawk 
Trainers.

04921 RVLS4921 Total Parts: 100 Skill Level: 5 Length: 6.3 in (160 mm)
    Wingspan: 5.2 in (132 mm) 

1/72 EC135 NEDERLANDSE TRAUMA HELICOPTER
Ride of your life

The EC135 is one of the most modern light utility helicopters in the world. The spacious 
interior makes it possible to carry a wide variety of rescue equipment and still transport 
personnel. Thanks to a “Fenestron” shrouded tail rotor, this helicopter can fly where other 
helis can’t. ANWB Medical Air Assistance uses several EC135s as emergency rescue 
helicopters. They carry on-board emergency doctors to greatly increase the chances of 
patient’s survival. Kit features cockpit with instrument panel, detailed interior, rotating 
rotors, and decals.

04939 RVLS4939 Total Parts: 65 Skill Level: 3 Length: 5.6 in (143 mm)
    

1/24 PORSCHE 918 SPYDER
And YOU can’t have it

It is one of the fastest production cars in the world, with a top speed of 211 mph and a 
0-60 of just under three seconds. It is also incredibly fuel efficient—getting roughly 85 
mpg from its combination of V8 engine and front and rear electric motors. Stylistically, it is 
a thing of incredible beauty. Want one? It started at over $800,000, sold out, and price has 
only increased on the used car market. Nope, you can’t have it. However, you can have a 
cool model of one in 1/24 scale for way less than 1/24 of the price.

07026 RVLS7026 Total Parts: 137 Skill Level: 5 Length: 7.5 in (191 mm)
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1/72 KAWANISHI H6K5 TYPE 97 FLYING BOAT 
WITH TORPEDO
Destruction at a distance

This four-engine float plane had one of the longest endurance times of any aircraft of the 
day. It was capable of staying aloft for full 24 hour periods, flying at 138 mph and covering 
a max range of over 4,000 miles. With its range and payload of torpedoes or bombs, it 
made an ideal patrol aircraft for the long hauls over the Pacific Ocean. The K5 variants 
had improved engines for even greater performance. Kit features new pylon and torpedo 
parts plus decals for IJN Toukou NFG Code: O-13.

02163 (Limited Edition) HSGS2163 Total Parts: 159 Skill Level: 3 Length: 14.1 in (358 mm)
    Wingspan: 21.8 in (553 mm)

1/72 E-2C HAWKEYE 2000 “VAW-115 LIBERTY BELLS”
First in forward deployment

Still on the hunt for enemy aircraft, the E-2C first appeared in 1973, offering improved 
APS-139 radar systems and T-56-A-427 turboprops. Further upgrades included new 
navigational systems and improved situational displays. Today, E-2Cs are still the aircraft 
of choice for Carrier Airborne Early Warning Squadron 115 (VAW-115), stationed aboard 
the USS George Washington, the US’s first forward-deployed, nuclear-powered aircraft 
carrier. This limited edition kit features one marking option: 1. US Navy USS George 
Washington, VAW-115 “Liberty Bells,” CVW-5, CAG, Code: NF600 (166505), May 2015.

02164 (Limited Edition) HSGS2164 Total Parts: 174 Skill Level: 3 Length: 9.7 in (245 mm)
    Wingspan: 13.4 in (341 mm)

1/72 F/A-18F SUPER HORNET “VFA 60TH 
ANNIVERSARY”
The Diamondback’s durable destroyers

For sixty years VFA-102 “Diamondbacks” have flown America’s aircraft in defense 
of American interests. They have been deployed to the Atlantic, Mediterranean, and 
currently home base in the Pacific. Though designed in 1995, the F/A-18F Super Hornets 
Diamondbacks are still some of the most reliable and effective aircraft in the US arsenal. 
They incorporate a 20mm cannon and hardpoints for several air-to-air and air-to-ground 
munitions. Kit features special decals for USN USS George Washington VFA-102 
“Diamondbacks” 60th Anniversary special marking Code: NF102, Atsugi AB, 2015.

02165 (Limited Edition) HSGS2165 Total Parts: 121 Skill Level: 3 Length: 10 in (255 mm)
    Wingspan: 7.2 in (184 mm)

 

1/24 PORSCHE 918 SPYDER WEISSACH SPORT 
VERSION
For even more performance… 
If the ‘base’ model’s top speed of 211 mph and 0-60 of just under three seconds simply 
wasn’t enough for you, Porsche offers a Weissach Sport Package. That variant of the 
918 shaves 77 pounds off the weight of the car while adding on a carbon-fiber roof, side 
mirrors, and your choice of two sport racing liveries—all for the low additional cost of just 
$84,000. If that, plus the base price of over $800,000 dollars, sounds a tad high, please 
consider one of our fine 1/24 scale versions. 

07027 RVLS7027 Total Parts: 137 Skill Level: 5 Length: 7.5 in (191 mm)
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1/72 SU-27 FLANKER “UKRAINIAN AIR FORCE 
DIGITAL CAMOUFLAGE”
Still superior
Easily one of the most maneuverable fighter aircraft to ever take to the skies, the Sukhoi 
Su-27 was the Soviet Union’s answer to American fourth-generation fighter designs. It 
is one of the few aircraft in the world capable of performing “Pugachev’s Cobra”—a 
demanding stunt in which the nose of the aircraft rears up and back to vertical before 
lunging forward like a striking snake. Coupled with speeds above Mach 2 and impressive 
armament, this maneuverability makes the Su-27 a master of the sky. Kit features a 
unique Ukrainian Air Force Camouflage pattern.

02166 (Limited Edition) HSGS2166 Total Parts: 142 Skill Level: 3 Length: 12.8 in (326 mm)
    Wingspan: 8.2 in (209 mm)

1/24 VOLKSWAGEN® TYPE 2 DELIVERY VAN 
“GIRLS OF SUMMER”
Take a peach to the beach!

There are only a few things hotter than a Volkswagen Type 2 Delivery Van—one is the hot 
summer weather, the other is the sizzling paint scheme you can apply to your van with this 
special decal set! The Egg plane girls are taking a break from the sky to get some sand 
and sun! And the best way to get down to the beach is in a VW Van. Kit features a full 
wraparound decal of three eggplane girls.

52133 (Limited Edition) HSGS5233 Total Parts: 70 Skill Level: 3 Length: 7.1 in (180 mm)
    

1/450 IJN BATTLESHIP YAMATO 70TH 
ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL EDITION
Biggest of the battleships

Yamato was the largest and most powerfully armed battleship of WWII, and probably of 
all time. She displaced more than seventy thousand tons at full load and stretched over 
800 feet from stem to stern. Her 46cm (18.1 in) guns, the largest ever made, could lob 
shells weighing over 3,000 lb up to twenty-six miles. Despite the undeniable power of the 
vessel, the Yamato only fired its guns once in combat before being struck from the naval 
register in August 1945. Kit features poster of box illustration, cross section drawing, 
and commemorative medal.

05234 (Limited Edition) HSGS5234 Total Parts: 282 Skill Level: 3 Length: 23 in (585 mm)
    

1/48 F-15E STRIKE EAGLE USAF
All weather attacker

First appearing on the scene in the late 1980s to carry out high-speed air strikes, the 
F-15E Strike Eagle is flown by military squadrons all around the world. Fighter Squadron 
336 “Rocketeers” were the first unit equipped with the Strike Eagle and they used it well. 
In Operation Desert Storm and Operation Allied Force, the Strike Eagle defended against 
combat air patrols and provided close air support to troops. Kit features decal marking 
options for two aircraft: USAF 405th TTW Code: LA405 or the USAF 4th Fighter Wing 
“Rocketeers” Code: SJ336.

07248 (Limited Edition) HSGS7248 Total Parts: 320 Skill Level: 3 Length: 16 in (406 mm)
    Wingspan: 10.7 in (272 mm)
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NEW RELEASES

1/48 S35E DRAKEN “NATURAL METAL”
Northern watch

Designed to defend Swedish airspace from bombers and fighters in the Cold War Era, 
the S35 Draken’s E variant was stripped of armament and equipped with cameras for 
reconnaissance duties. Despite effectively having its teeth pulled, these aircraft were still 
highly effective thanks to the maneuverability delivered by their double delta wings and 
Mach 2.2 speed. All versions of the Draken (Dragon) have been retired from service but 
you can keep them soaring with this kit! Kit features new canopy and camera window 
parts plus decals for two Swedish Air Force aircraft.

07407 (Limited Edition) HSGS7407 Total Parts: 117 Skill Level: 3 Length: 12.8 in (324 mm)
    Wingspan: 7.8 in (198 mm)

1/48 HENSCHEL HS129B-1/2 & JUNKERS JU87G
Perfectly paired for ground attacks

Henschel Hs 129s did not enjoy as much flight time as the Junkers Ju 87. However, 30 
mm cannons (MK 101s in the B-1; MK 103s in the B-2) made them equally effective 
tank busters. This limited edition kit combo features one Hs 129B kit with two marking 
options: 1. Hs 129B-1: Luftwaffe 5./(Pz) Sch.G1 “Yellow-G,” Eastern Front, May 1942; 
2. Hs 129B-2: Luftwaffe 10./(Pz) SG9 “Red-L,” Eastern Front, July 1943 and one Ju 87G 
kit with one marking option: Ju 87G-2: Luftwaffe 10./(Pz) SG3, Code: S7+BU, Lithuania, 
Autumn 1944.

07409 (Limited Edition) HSGS7409 (2 Kits) Total Parts: (per kit): 120 & 113 
 Skill Level: 3 Length: 8 in & 9.1 in (203 mm & 232 mm)    
  Wingspan: 11.7 in & 12.3 in (296 mm & 313 mm)

1/48 AICHI B7A2 ATTACK BOMBER RYUSEI KAI (GRACE)
A prototype of unproven potential

The B7A2 wasn’t just incredibly fast and agile; it could also carry a single 800 kg bomb, 
two 250 kg bombs or six 60 kg bombs at once. Unfortunately for the IJN, the carriers that 
could launch the B7A were sunk in combat before it realized its full potential. This limited 
edition kit features optional torpedo and 250 kg bomb parts, plus two marking options: 
1. IJN – produced by Aichi Aircraft Company – Code: 10 and 2. IJN – produced by Aichi 
Aircraft Company – Code: 44.

07410 (Limited Edition) HSGS7410 Total Parts: 130 Skill Level: 3 Length: 9.4 in (240 mm)
    Wingspan: 11.8 in (300 mm)

1/48 MITSUBISHI A6M2B ZERO TYPE 21 381ST GROUP
To slay a “dragon”

Though it was one of the most powerful fighter aircraft of WWII, the Japanese Zero had 
significant troubles when attempting to down American heavy bombers. The differences 
in performance between the Zero and the Superfortress at altitude gave the Zero little 
time to engage the bomber before falling behind. In order to maximize damage dealt in 
a narrow window of time, the Zero was occasionally equipped with air to air bombs for 
dropping on the bombers. Kit features bomb racks and air bombs plus decals for the 
381st NFG.

07411 (Limited Edition) HSGS7411 Total Parts: 87 Skill Level: 3 Length: 7.4 in (187 mm)
    Wingspan: 9.8 in (250 mm)
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NEW RELEASES

1/48 F-16IQ IRAQI AIR FORCE FIGHTING FALCON
Destined for desert flight

Orders for the F-16IQ Fighting Falcon were initiated by the Defense Security Cooperation 
Agency for Iraqi Air Force use in 2010. Thirty-six were requested in all; eight were 
delivered in summer 2014. Delivery was intended to be finished by 2018. However, current 
ISIS engagements in the Middle East have made it impossible to do so. As a result, Iraqi 
Air Force pilots are completing their F-16IQ training in the U.S. This limited edition kit 
features new parts for the dorsal spine, plus one marking option: 1. Iraqi AF, Code: 1602.

07412 (Limited Edition) HSGS7412 Total Parts: 140 Skill Level: 3 Length: 12 in (304 mm)
    Wingspan: 7.8 in (198 mm)

1/48 F-8E CRUSADER
Last of the gunfighters

In many ways the Crusader was unique—it had a high wing design, could fly with its 
wings folded and more—but its most memorable feature was that it was the final 
primarily cannon-armed aircraft in the USAF. This made it one of the few aircraft in the 
US inventory capable of dogfighting with the nimble MiG-17 and MiG-21 in the skies over 
Vietnam. There Crusader pilots racked up the highest kill ratio of the air war: 19:3. Kit 
features a detailed F-8E Crusader.

07225 HSGS8225 Skill Level: 3 Length: 13.7 in (348 mm)
     Wingspan: 8.9 in (226 mm)

1/72 BELL® 412 LAFD
Raining retardant

Thanks to its external load capacity of over 6,000 lb, the Bell 412 is used by the fire 
departments of several major American cities to carry fire retardant to hard to reach 
areas quickly. LAFD—the Los Angeles Fire department—keeps two Bell 412 helicopters 
in service to combat hot spots all over the city and provide aeromedical evacuation where 
necessary. Other users of this impressive utility helicopter include military, police, private, 
and commercial fliers. Kit features model with paint, brush, and glue.

70391 ITAS0391 Total Parts: 118 Skill Level: 3 Length: 7.2 in (183 mm)
    

1/72 FOCKE WULF FW 190 A-8/F-8
The Hun’s heavy hitter

Heavy weaponry, incredible maneuverability, and exceptional top speed all combined to 
make the Fw 190 one of the most effective aircraft of WWII. At its introduction in 1941 
it was thoroughly superior to anything the Allies could put in the air and in remained an 
extremely dangerous low to mid altitude opponent through the end of the war. F-variant 
aircraft could be armed with multiple bombs for low-level ground attack. Kit features 
model with paint, brush and glue.

70392 ITAS0392 Total Parts: 46 Skill Level: 2 Length: 7.2 in (183 mm)
    

®
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1/72 WWII ANTI-TANK TEAMS
Where there’s a will, there’s a way

Against steel behemoths, bristling with weaponry and snorting exhaust, a lone 
infantryman looks rather small and helpless. But, as the saying goes, where there’s a will, 
there’s a way—and all the armies of WWII were very interested in finding ways their 
infantry could stop attacking tanks. A wide variety of rockets, mortars, rifles, grenades, 
and mines were developed and issued. Though casualties were high, anti-tank teams 
attacking from ambush or in urban environments were highly effective at knocking out 
enemy tanks. Kit features sixteen figures.

6131S ITAS6131 Total Parts: 38  Skill Level: 1 
    

1/24 JEEP ARMA DEI CARABINIERI
Willys in Italy

The Willys Jeep was the most produced vehicle of World War II. American automotive 
plants churned out hundreds of thousands of these all-terrain vehicles for use as 
transports, ambulances, cargo carriers, and reconnaissance vehicles. After the end of 
the war, many were parceled out to European countries devastated by the war. This set 
represents a Jeep in service with the Italian Carabinieri in the days just after the end of 
the war. Kit features decals for an Italian Carabinieri service Jeep.

6355S ITAS6355 Total Parts: 134 Skill Level: 2 Length: 5.4 in (138 mm)
    

1/9 WLA 750 US MILITARY MOTORCYCLES
Waging war the WLA way

Made for the Military Police, reconnaissance forces, and couriers, the nimble and reliable 
WLA 750 was designed for quick runs across broken, hostile terrain. Thousands of these 
cycles made it across to American forces in the European Theater. Many more also made 
their way via lend lease to Russia. After service in the war many Americans came home 
and looked for cycles like the ones they had ridden across the fields of Europe, sparking a 
boom in motorcycle culture. Kit features decals for US versions.

7401S ITAS7401 Total Parts: 248 Skill Level: 4 Length: 10.9 in (277 mm)
    

1/72 AUTO CANNON 3RO WITH 90/53 AA GUN
One big gun for everyone

High caliber, high rate of fire, and the ability to fire in an anti-aircraft, indirect anti-infantry, 
or direct anti-armor mode made the Autocannone 90/53 the most effective Italian artillery 
piece of World War II. Plus, a lack of proper mountings for the cannons resulted in trucks 
like the Lancia 3Ro being forced into service as artillery platforms. Although far less than 
ideal for survivability, this did make the piece and crew highly mobile. Kit features a fast 
assembly model and eight figures with full decals.

7508S ITAS7507 Total Parts: 37 Skill Level: 1 Length: 3.7 in (95 mm)
    

NEW RELEASES
®
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1/72 M3 75MM HALF TRACK 2 KIT COMBO
Raining rounds

The Nazi blitz through Poland, the Low Countries and France induced a frenzy of 
development in the remaining allied countries. They desperately searched for weapons 
that would excel in the new, highly-mechanized, highly-mobile form warfare had adopted. 
One answer was to mount a 75mm gun in the bed of a standard M3 half track. The 
resulting tank destroyer was effective as a stopgap measure against Nazi tanks and 
proved adept at providing fire support to infantry. Kit features two kits with decals for 
US and British versions.

7510S ITAS7510 Total Parts: 15 each Skill Level: 1 Length: 3.39 in (86 mm)
    

AMT® 1/25 1923 Ford Model T Delivery
Delivering America
The Model T revolutionized the car industry and changed America. Everything moved 
faster. Where before shipping supplies, mail, and material required either a train or a 
wagon, now you could ship just about anything by truck. The 20 horsepower engine of 
the Model T allowed remarkable speed of 40 mph—a far cry from the plodding pace of 
the family plow horse. Kit features vintage retro packaging, detailed four-cylinder motor 
and expanded decal sheet with optional markings from four of Nestle’s most recognized 
historical products.

AMT860/12 AMTS0860 Total Parts: 78 Skill Level: 2 Length: 6 in (152 mm)
    

AMT® 1/25 Shell® Tanker Trailer
It’s a gas
Every single day hundreds of thousands of gallons of gasoline are transported down 
the nation’s highways from remote oil refineries to the corner gas stations that dot the 
landscape. The tankers are marvels of technological sophistication—massive capacity, 
frequently pressurized, remarkably safe. The Shell Corporation—a division of Royal Dutch 
Shell—is one of the largest businesses in the world. It runs over forty thousand service 
stations worldwide—supplying nearly all of them with its fleet of tankers.

AMT918/06 AMTS0918 Skill Level: 2  
    

AMT® 1/25 Curly’s Gasser 1940 Willys Coupe
America’s car, the Americar
Designed in the leadup to World War II, the late thirties and early forties Willys passenger 
cars were dubbed the “Americar” when patriotism overwhelmed the nation in 1940 and 
1941. These vehicles, especially the coupe versions, rapidly became the focus of hot rod 
enthusiasts everywhere thanks to the ease with which they could be modified and low 
weight. Kit features pad printed tires, tinted windows, and a decal sheet with goofy 
graphics and zany phrases.

AMT939/12 AMTS0939 Skill Level: 2 
    

NEW RELEASES
®
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AMT® 1/32 Joker Monster Truck
Know where I got these tires?

One of if not the single most iconic villains in the world, the only consistent feature 
of the Joker through the decades is chaos. He is the enigmatic, psychotic arch-foil for 
Batman. This monster truck is, for him, just one more fun toy with which to spread his own 
special brand of mayhem. Join the Joker, build a monster! This kit features vinyl monster 
tires that roll, full color JOKER™ inspired sticker sheet and with low parts count and easy 
assembly it’s perfect for the younger audience.

AMT941/12 AMTS0941 Skill Level: 2 Length: 5 in (127 mm)
    

Bandai® 1/144 RG MBF-P02 Gundam Astray Red Frame
Go Astray
Recreated for the Real Grade line, this katana-wielding Gundam from Gundam Seed 
Astray features a new, advanced MS Joint system that recreates its sophisticated 
internal structure. This allows for a highly articulated model. The Gerbera straight 
katana, the signature weapon of Astry, has been electroplated with a chrome finish for 
an incredible sheen and this kit features a beam rifle, beam sabers, shield, pilot figure, 
realistic decals, and full instructions.

200634 BANS0634 Length: 6 in (152.4 mm)
    

Bandai® 1/144 HG Gundam Self Equipped  
with Perfect Pack
Equipped for interstellar conflicts!

Straight out of the famous Reconguista in G Gundam Series, this G-Self is fully loaded out 
and comes with numerous translucent parts that give off a cool glow effect in UV light. 
Plus, this model’s Perfect Pack can be configured for space or atmospheric modes, just like 
in the anime! Kit features a beam rifle, two beam sabers, a display stand, foil stickers, 
and full instructions.

200636 BANS0636 Length: 7.5 in (190.5 mm)
    

Bandai® 1/100 Master Grade Gundam Amazing Red Warrior
Ready for war
Used by the Meijin in the Gundam Build Fighters Try animated TV series, the Gundam 
Amazing Red Warrior is now available with a huge array of top quality gear. Movable 
missile hatches in the chest and front skirts unleash blistering barrages of explosives. 
Plus, a bazooka, hand gun, two beam rifles, a Gatling gun, and a gun blade are all included 
so you can customize your load out to the conflict. Kit features runners, stickers, snap fit 
assembly, and full instructions.

201301 BANS1301 Length: 5 in (127 mm)
    

Bandai® 1/144 HGCE Freedom Gundam
Freedom to bring the fight

The Freedom Gundam is back in the HG line, now with new proportions and increased 
movement range so it can execute every pose seen in the Gundam Seed TV series. Kit 
features a beam rifle, beam shield, beam sabers, unfolding rail guns, over-shoulder beam 
cannons, 12 runners, foil stickers, and full instructions.

196727 BANS6727 
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5382-1    DWTV5311
Daron Worldwide 
1/145 F-22 Raptor

Lindberg 1/25 Dodge L700 with Shell Tanker
One shell of a ride
Powerful enough to haul the massive weight of gasoline trailers, the Dodge L700 makes 
the perfect vehicle for short trips from refineries to stations. Shell is one of the largest 
companies in the world, with holdings, reserves, wells, stations, and refineries all over 
the globe. All that oil needs transportation if Shell is going to turn it into money, and 
tankers like this one provide a relatively safe, economical means of shipping gasoline. Kit 
features Shell Oil decals and rubber tires.

HL118/06 LNDS0118 Total Parts: 255 Skill Level: 2 Length: 18.5 in (470 mm)
    

MPC® 1/25 The General Locomotive
The most daring raid ever made

Hijacked by Union Raiders in 1862, The General became the focal point for one of the 
most daring chases in US history. In the Civil War equivalent of a high-speed chase that 
crossed states, the train was fought over by the small band of Union saboteurs and 
pursuing units of Confederate soldiers, engineers, and irregulars. Now you can remember 
the action with your own General! Kit features  full color molded parts, authentic decal 
sheet and a full length display stand with rails and ties.

MPC818/04 MPCS0818 Total Parts: 300+ Skill Level: 3 
    

MPC® 1/25 Cosmic Charger Carl Casper
One wacky wagon
The MPC design team has reinvented the classic Cosmic Charger. They teamed up with 
Carl Casper to add all new and undeniably awesome parts to the vintage model. A few of 
the updates include a complete 10 piece front blower, a cool motor cover, and enclosed 
front wheel fairings. Plus, with the accurate all new decal sheet, you can build a model 
that perfectly replicates America’s most beautiful dragster. Kit features new tooling with 
fifteen new parts, pad-printed drag slicks, full color decals, Full Retro Deluxe™ vintage 
MPC packaging, and a bonus mini display box with full color collector’s info card.

MPC826/12 MPCS0826 Total Parts: 100 Skill Level: 2 Length: 12 in (305 mm)
    

MPC® 1/8 Honda® Trail 70 Mini Bike
Offroad and open road
Designed for outdoor fun runs, the Honda Trail 70 is a diminutive echo of larger 
motorcycles—easily transportable in most trucks and even some trunks. Its small diameter 
tires allow it to traverse nearly any terrain but also limit its top speed considerably. As 
both a novelty item and a fun way to spend a few hours outdoors, the Trail 70 has made 
a niche for itself in Canada and the US. The kit features metal springs for rear shocks, 
chrome plated parts, vinyl tubing for the motor, and retro deluxe packaging.

MPC833/12 MPCS0833 Skill Level: 2 
    

Daron Worldwide® 1/145 USAF F-22 Raptor
Advanced air-to-air

 ❚ Fully detailed

 ❚ 1/145 Scale

 ❚ Accurate paint scheme

 ❚ Perfect for display!
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W10190X3U0 
SCXW0190
SCX 1/32 Audi A5 
DTM Mortara WOS

A10136X3U0 
SCXW3136
SCX 1/32 Audi A5 
DTM Ekstrom

81181    MAIC1181
Maisto 1/24 Lamborghini 
Huracan LP Super Trofeo

96515    MDPU6515
Model Power 0-4-0 Tank 
Switchers

96683    MDPU6683
Model Power HO Scale 
DDT Plymouth Engines

Maisto 1/24 Lamborghini Huracan LP Super Trofeo
Spanish supercar

Model Power® 0-4-0 Tank Switchers HO Scale
NYC or DRG

SCX® 1/32 Audi® A5 DTM Ekstrom
On track for a great race

SCX® 1/32 Audi® A5 DTM Mortara WOS
Lighting the way to wireless slot car racing

Model Power® HO Scale DDT Plymouth Engines HO Scale
BNSF or N&S

 ❚ Fully detailed

 ❚ 1/24 Scale

 ❚ Accurate paint scheme

 ❚ Compatible with all HO scale equipment

 ❚ Bi-directional lighting

 ❚ Molded plastic body

 ❚ Metal chassis

 ❚ Logos for NYC and Denver Rio-Grande Railroads (MDPU6516)

 ❚ Detailed graphics for the Audi A5

 ❚ Neodymium road-holding magnets

 ❚ Full suspension with guide

 ❚ Incredible detail of a real racer

 ❚ Works with the new WOS (Wireless Overtaking System) 
sets from SCX

 ❚ Head and tail lights
 ❚ Neodymium road-holding magnets
 ❚ Full suspension with guide
 ❚ Incredible detail of a real racer

 ❚ Compatible with all HO scale equipment

 ❚ Highly detailed

 ❚ Functional couplers

 ❚ Logos for BNSF or N&S Railroads (MDPU6684)

GREAT PLANES

EXCLUSIVE!

GREAT PLANES

EXCLUSIVE!
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Over 30 feet of funny car action featuring 
Shirley Muldowney in a 1971 Ford Mustang and 
Don Garlits in a 1971 Dodge Charger. Flashy, 
over the top, and totally fast—everything a 
sixties drag race should be. 

Long story short...

NEWPRODUCT

 ❚ 4 Gear chassis

 ❚ Don Garlits - Dodge Charger funny car

 ❚ Shirley Cha Cha “Muldowney - Ford Mustang” 
funny car

 ❚ Mechanical start & finish gates (new tooling)

 ❚ 2 Controllers

 ❚ Power pack

 ❚ Standard track: 31.5ft long with 12ft of  
return track

 ❚ Guard rails & decal sticker sheet included

SRS308    RDZW0308
AutoWorld® Legends of the 
Quarter Mile Drag Set 13’

Slinky Scientific Explorer Ultimate Bubble Gum Fun Kit
Stretch your fun, inflate your mind!

Slinky Scientific Explorer Soda Pop Science
Cook up a cola!

OSA229TL    SLYX0229
Slinky Scientific Explorer 
Ultimate Bubble Gum Fun Kit

OSA503TL 
SLYX0503
Slinky 
Scientific 
Explorer Soda 
Pop Science

 ❚ 19+ flavors

 ❚ Tons of fun

 ❚ Make your own chewy taste sensation

 ❚ Recommended for all taste testers 8+

 ❚ Craft your own carbonated creations!

 ❚ Contains cup, straw, mixing cups and flavorings

 ❚ Lime, cinnamon, vanilla and cherry flavors

AUTOWORLD® LEGENDS OF THE QUARTER MILE 
DRAG SET 13’
Shirley “Cha-Cha” Muldowney VS. Don “Big Daddy” Garlits
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 ❚ Use E-Z App Train Control to operate the Blue Lightning 
wirelessly with select Bluetooth® 4-supported iOS 
devices! 

 ❚ Up to 100 ft (30.5 m) wireless range possible in optimal 
conditions

 ❚ Conductors can also broadcast realistic, dynamic engine 
sound effects through their mobile device

 ❚ Compatible with DCC and analog track systems

 ❚ Just download the Bachmann E-Z App to run; no 
additional set-up or equipment required

 ❚ 110V AC power supply included

 ❚ Ages 14+

 ❚ 56" x 38" oval track All trademarks are the properties of their respective owners.

®

BLUE LIGHTNING E-Z APP™ HO 
SCALE SET
A revolutionary way to ride the rails!

The Blue Lightning combines ready-
to-run convenience with cutting-edge 
technology – and the end result is a 
must-have set for railroad enthusiasts! 

Long story short...

01501    BACU1501
Blue Lightning E-Z App™ 
HO Scale Set
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With four track options to choose from, 
the Stocker Challenge set will provide 
slot car fans with endless hours of 
high-octane entertainment!

Long story short...

AFX ® STOCKER CHALLENGE 20' SET
Available exclusively through Great Planes®!

 ❚ Recreate four of the world’s most famous oval 
tracks: Indianapolis, Daytona, Bristol and the 
tri-oval Pocono

 ❚ 20’ (6.1 m), 21-piece track layout includes 
multiple 6’ (1.8 m) long straightaways and more 
banking than you can get in any other set

 ❚ Includes two Generation 6 slot cars: a Ford® 
Fusion and a Chevy® SS Stocker, each with 
exclusive, detailed bodies and super-strong 
Mega G+ chassis

 ❚ Tri-Power Pack allows drivers of all ages and skill 
levels to race at their own pace

 ❚ Set also features two AFX120 controllers, an EZ 
Plug Power Pack for changing track direction 
and a tune-up kit

21041    AFXW1041
AFX® Stocker Challenge 20' Set

®
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We can all use a groovy new hobby, 
and slot sets will put you on the right 
track for a fun, memorable experience 
with friends and family!

Long story short...
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Get on track for great sales 
with new SCX sets!
Want to add dedicated hobbyists to your customer 
list? Get SCX slot car sets in your store and bring in 
slot car enthusiasts past, present and... future! With 
new WOS sets there’s more reason than ever to get 
into slots. These sets appeal to modelers, race fans, 
car guys, model railroaders, and moms desperate to 
get their kids off the couch. 

For over a year, SCX engineers have been 
focused on one thing—WOS. Now SCX is back 
with tons of new features in the new Wireless 
Overtaking System sets. They include wireless 
handsets, head and taillights on cars, overtaking 
and lane changing areas, plus multiple 
accelerator, brake, and fuel load settings. It’s as 
authentic as being behind the wheel!

 ❚ Wireless controllers with LEDs and race sounds

 ❚ Cars with head and brake lights

 ❚ Compete against the “ghost” car or up to five friends

 ❚ Over 17 feet (5.47 meters) of race track with overtaking 
and lane switching

WOS Race Revolution Set

 ❚ Wireless controllers with 
LEDs and race sounds

 ❚ Cool pit lane for refueling 
stops

 ❚ Compete against five 
friends and set up an 
automated safety pace car

 ❚ Over 20 feet (6.2 meters) of 
race track with overtaking 
and lane switching

WOS Full Fuel Control Set

The C2 Rally X-Treme

 ❚ Over 17 feet (5.22 meters) 
of race track

 ❚ Bridge for cool, crossover 
figure 8s

 ❚ Two rally cars and power 
packs

 ❚ 1/32 scale 

W10134X5U0     SCXW1034

W10135X5U0     SCXW1035

A10162X5U0     SCXW0162
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